
ALESSANDRA AMBRÓSIO IS THE NEW FACE OF DAFITI
Brazilian supermodel Alessandra Ambrósio goes back to her roots in campaign for
online fashion retailer Dafiti, shot in São Paulo.

21 APRIL 2015, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL

Dafiti, Latin America’s largest online fashion retailer, has launched its own fashion collection,
the Dafiti Collection, and signed Brazilian models Alessandra Ambrósio and Marlon Teixera to
embody the style of the brand.

The Victoria Secret’s Angel Ambrósio, who is No. 8 on the Forbes list of top-earning models,
stars in the Dafiti advertising campaign wearing sexy and sporty street-style fashion. Ambrósio
is captured in movement, giving the brand a powerful urban look. The 34-year-old model also
teamed up with Teixeira, Laura Neiva, Bruna Tenório, Dani Braga and Ricardo Barbato to
showcase the Dafiti Collection. In the photo shoot by photographer Bob Wolfenson, Ambrósio
wears the Dafiti Ontrend line, which she represents.

“The main focus of the Dafiti Collection is to position the e-commerce business as a fashion
authority in the domestic market. With a fast-fashion perspective combined with a concept of
smart fashion, Dafiti Collection has eight lines in a variety of styles, encompassing nearly
8,000 products, which range from clothing to footwear in the autumn/winter collection,” said
Malte Horeyseck, founding partner of Dafiti.

"We want to democratize the ‘smart fashion’ concept, delivering quality, style and affordability
to a demanding and informed public, who not only want to buy fashion in a convenient way but
also stay up-to-date on the latest trends.”

The brand launched simultaneously with the opening of Dafiti’s first concept store. In order to
provide customers with a one-of-a-kind shopping experience, the company created a physical
installation, mixing online and offline worlds at the most-fashionable destination in São Paulo –
Oscar Freire Street.

Dafiti:

Group Dafiti, leader of fashion e-commerce in Latin America:

Four years of existence.
Operating in five countries: Brazil, México, Argentina, Chile and Colômbia.
More than 1,000 brands and 100,000 products in Brazil across six categories: clothes,

http://www.dafiti.com.br/


shoes, accessories, beauty, home & bath and decoration.
Available across all mobile platforms (tablet and smartphone) on both IOS and Android.
2.362 employees in Latin America.

To get more information, visit Dafiti Brazil: www.dafiti.com.br or in Latin America:
www.dafiti.com.ar, www.dafiti.com.cl, www.dafiti.com.co, www.dafiti.com.mx.
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David Baumgarten
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER 

david.baumgarten@rckt.com

david.p.baumgarten

SPOKESPERSON

ABOUT RCKT. ROCKET COMMUNICATIONS

RCKT. is a full service communications agency from Berlin. 

We believe in the power of communication and strong brands. 
Our home is the vibrant tech and startup scene. As communications professionals we are united in our core beliefs:

We create compelling and entertaining content to deliver traction 
We always listen to our clients, their customers and markets 
We love the Internet and embrace technology 
We share our passion and go the extra mile 
We always stay calm and humble 
We love freedom and allow to be different and brave 
We keep our word and deliver what we promise

This is the ABC of communication.

Agenda

“PR is dead”. This statement makes our industry shiver. But not us. We have been watching closely as the global
media landscapes develop and change. Rather than mourning traditional PR, we look forward to a vibrant future of
living content that matches the pace of the digital age. It starts right now. We believe that there is and will be a
dynamic range of public and media relations, consumer as well as business communications, digital content and
offline activities, positioning of people and products, personally tailored stories and real-time interactions across a
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spectrum of channels and an increase of speed that shapes our agenda. We understand all these correlations and
interdependencies. Better: We live, set and surf the agenda – anytime and anywhere.

Branding

A brand is more than the appearance of a company. It’s the company’s heart and soul. Through insightful crafting, a
brand has the power to tap into the deepest aspirations of customers’ hearts. We build brands from scratch. Starting
with the company’s vision and customer insights, we develop engaging brand personalities and lay the groundwork
for a company’s product and internal culture. Branding isn’t about broadcasting a set of messages to the public but
about joining a conversation and community. We tune into them and dig out real and relevant stories of high
content-value. We believe a brand is the product of a thousand small gestures, which is why we accompany brands
throughout their whole journey: from billboards to animations, from branded content to integrated digital campaigns;
from young startups to market leaders – we shape brands that are there to stay. Together, we build long-term value
for your company.

Content

We’ve learned a thing or two about proper content over the last few years: First, everyone wants content. Second,
very few actually have good content. To produce great content, you have to be brave and be passionate about what
you are doing. The days when we looked up to TV stations and editorial offices as the paragons of good content are
long gone. The leaders in relevant content are no longer a select few media players, but rather the masses of
customers, users, and members of the digital community. A new generation of content creators from all around the
globe has taken the place of the old guard. This talented group is creating outstanding content on a daily basis,
whether it be more extensive pieces on blogs and YouTube vlogs or shorter work on Twitter or Vine. They inspire us
to tell stories that are worth being told and shared with others. We believe in content that is fun, immersive and
informative, and at the very least will simply put a smile on your face.

RCKT. Rocket Communicationspressroom

RCKT. Rocket Communications

Rocket Communications GmbH & Co. KG.

Saarbrücker Straße 20/21
10405 Berlin
Deutschland
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E-Mail: hello@rckt.com
Website: www.rckt.com

Responsible for the content: Andreas Winiarski, Managing Director
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